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ABSTRACT

Information technology (IT) infrastructure refers to the combined set of network, software, hardware, 
applications, and all the information technology-related equipment for an enterprise IT environment. 
In addition, it provides the entire skeleton for an organization to continue delivering several services 
to its internal members (employees) and external ones (customers/partners). The interruption of 
services leads to a significant deterioration of the infrastructure, and at the same time, it slows down 
their functioning. Additionally, it can result in important loss of user trust. Therefore, we need to 
proactively help the technician teams to assess the quality and availability of their IT infrastructure. 
This study may help to build an approach for an IT infrastructure called MAITD-2 in order to classify, 
analyze, and take problems to closure in a short time face to a multi-criteria decision-making problem.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

IT infrastructure maintenance includes all the tasks and necessary actions for their proper functioning. 
There are two main categories of IT maintenance: hardware and software one which are divided into 
several areas: application, virtualization, storage, server, network, security, systems…. Additionally, 
the problem can be started and treated from the simplest to the most complex. Moreover, it will take 
time to find the best solution depending on the user’s competence. These services can be provided on 
site or remotely in which they are conducted as corrective maintenance (Kent et al., 2017) or through 
preventive methods with fixed time (Mehmeti et al., 2018).Indeed, according to this context within IT 
infrastructure maintenance, several proprietary software has need appeared like: Nagios (Nagios IT 
management and monitoring product, 2007), Manage Engine (Manage Engine IT management and 
monitoring product, 2007) and Zenoss (Zenoss IT Infrastructure management and monitoring tool 
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for hybrid IT environment, 2018). However, all these IT infrastructure solutions are preventive and 
limited when the problem is already occurred. Recently, the purpose of the maintenance task is to 
calculate the maintenance needs before the equipment fails, i.e. continuous monitoring (Callewaerta et 
al., 2017) with the aim to improve controls, processes and to prevent or detect fraud in an IT platform. 
Additionally, decision support systems have been developed to assist decision-makers in solving 
problems preventively and correctively thanks to supervised(Zenoss IT Infrastructure management 
and monitoring tool for hybrid IT environment, 2018) or unsupervised methods(Campos et al., 2007; 
Liao et al., 2013). Our study is part of corrective decision support systems (DSS) with semi-supervised 
approach to reduce the time of problem resolution. Unfortunately, the quality of the selected solution 
often depends on problem description quality and user knowledge level. In some situations, the 
problem description could be interpreted in different ways. In another situation, the pertinent terms 
do not appear in the situated problem. Nevertheless, these facts lead us unsatisfactory solutions. 
Therefore, we developed a text mining-based approach to explore, analyze all unstructured inputted 
data. Our aim is to provide automated support to the user and deliver new information to the system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first briefly review the different strategies for 
maintenance with some related works. Section three is devoted to the description of the proposed 
approaches by introducing our general architecture. In section four, we present the technics of 
terms extraction. Section five resumes the different strategies for text similarity measure with some 
corresponding related works. Section six describes our main idea about implemented extraction 
methods. Section seven experiments, evaluate, and discuss the obtained results during troubleshooting 
task. Finally, section eight summarizes the paper with some final remarks by pointing out possible 
directions for future works.

2. ReLATeD woRK

The multi-agents systems have offered remarkable results in different disciplines and application 
including maintenance fields. This one becomes an important research issue. Therefore, the work 
described in (Haack et al., 2011) uses a hierarchical Multi-Agent System (MAS) for monitoring 
and reporting policy violations within the security environment. (Kendrickm et al., 2018) proposed 
a decentralized multi-agent security system (DMASS) as a scalable solution for the collection and 
analysis of cyber-security and network forensic data. Authors in (Jahanbin et al., 2013) introduced 
an agent framework for forensic information gathering by using three types of agents for data collection, 
analysis, and alert generation. In addition, the works in (Bukhsh, 2019) propose to leverage the tree-
based classification techniques of machine learning in order to predict maintenance need. (Daniel et al., 
2018) Present a novel Multi-Agent System based Cloud Monitoring (MAS-CM) model that supports 
the performance and security of tasks gathering, scheduling and execution processes in large-scale 
service-oriented environments. The paper in (Antamoshkin et al., 2015) outlines the general concept 
of multi-agent approach to develop the automation system for monitoring, forecasting, and managing 
emergency situations and its models and algorithms by studied different information systems included 
into distributed computer networks for decision making in extreme situations. All these researches are 
preventive and don’t take into account corrective maintenance that may be appeared in some situation.

On the other hand, several research efforts have mainly focused on corrective maintenance like 
(Rudrapal et al., 2013), which proposed algorithm considering multiple attributes of user keystroke 
dynamics. They also proposed a traditional authentication in an organization for distinguishing one 
user than another. The works in (Liao et al., 2013), proposed the taxonomy to outline modern intrusion 
detection systems IDSs. Furthermore, the work in (Campos et al., 2007) reports the development of 
an e-monitoring and maintenance system based on web technology and mobile device. The authors in 
(Campos & Prakash, 2006) presented a Web and Agent Technologies in monitoring and maintenance 
condition of mechanical and electrical systems. We observe that many efforts were investigated in 
this sense but unfortunately, only focused on security field.
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Regarding the corrective IT maintenance. Some works have appeared; the authors in (Elandaloussi 
et al., 2017) proposed a decision support framework in an IT environment which was essentially 
based on web services and mobile agents. These ones must still be completely solved. The work in 
(Abid et al., 2015) presented a new technologies to improve the maintenance process, and establish 
remote maintenance, using of mobile agent technology to reduce the maintenance costs and solve 
the problem of the unavailability of an expert in all phases of condition-based maintenance (CBM) 
strategy. Hence, (Elandaloussi et al., 2019) proposed a corrective decision method based on agents 
for IT infrastructure maintenance. 

Our approach is an evolution version of the latest work presented in (Elandaloussi et al., 2019) 
by including text-mining in agents based DSS for IT infrastructure maintenance. The text mining 
methods are able to eliminate the occurrence of terms obviously incorrect or not relevant to the 
defined problem. Moreover, they keep just pertinent terms to decrease the response time during 
troubleshooting task. As a result, we allow us to treat the generated data (relevant terms) as a multi 
criteria problem, which is best suited to this kind of situation. Moreover, the agents coordinate and 
cooperate their action in the goal to have a corrective decision as it is shown on the next section. 

3. PRoPoSeD APPRoACH

3.1 General Architecture
Our MAITD-2 architecture is a multi-layered architecture which is classified into three layers: 
Presentation, Interpretation, and Data Layer. Each layer incorporates several agents with some 
components for typical functionalities. The first layer that is named the presentation layer is constituted 
of two types of agent: the participant and expert agent. These agents act as an interface with the system 
to deal with all input or output data. Additionally, the rest of the agents are included in the second 
layer in the middle of our architecture. In our approach, this later is considered as a kernel with its 
functions and methods that are modeled in java environment. Basically, data layer is a physical layer 
that brings together all data source which are requested. In the following, we separately described 
different layers which are defined before by focusing on the main tasks of each agent that they contain:

3.1.1 Presentation Layer
The presentation layer is responsible for the treatment and delivery of inputted information to the 
lowest layers. Furthermore, it is the first applicative layer in our system that is considered as the user 
responsible interface for displaying generated information to the user. The main agents represented 
in this layer are defined below:

Participant Agent: As it is shown in Figure3, especially in Terms Extraction step, this agent breaks 
down the problems in pertinent terms in order to treats the input information of the user. In 
addition, it is responsible for forwarding all system notifications to the corresponding participant. 
The most important module appeared in this agent named decomposition module which leads us 
to select from each problem the relevant terms necessary to accelerate the information retrieval 
by applying a set of functions and algorithms which are presented in section4. 

Expert Agent: It manages personnel information of assigned expert like his agenda, preference, and 
profiling. So, it is responsible for accepting and refusing any meeting invitation. Additionally, it 
intervenes during the construction and enrichment of the domain ontology (Bendaoud et al., 2007) 
through validating the terms classification in their corresponding taxonomy context to preserve the 
quality of information. Among the included modules in this agent, a profile module that resume 
overall expert profile and preference. Furthermore, the scheduling module that takes place in 
the organization of collaborative, are built according to the expert’s availabilities information’s.
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3.1.2 Interpretation Layer
As mentioned previously, all the rest of agents which are focused to fulfill the overall goals in MAITD-2 
architecture are integrated into this layer. They are described as the following:

Analyzer Agent: The similar issues named candidate problems are filtered and selected by this 
agent type from several data source to construct our corpus. The functionality of some modules 
is presented below: 

Similarity Module (SM): Allows generating our performance matrix via applying a string similarity 
and knowledge similarity measures, which are defined in section 5 of this paper. 

Aggregation Module (AM): Is used to have an efficient ranking of solutions which implements a 
specific function named WASPAS (Weighted Aggregated Sum Product Assessment) algorithm 
introduced in section 6. 

Solution Agent: It resides with the expert agent in the fact of searching and selecting all interesting 
solutions via consulting the Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) registry 
for new published solutions and knowledge bases for solving problems. 

Meeting Agent: The main tasks of this agent is to prepare a collaborative session in the case where 
any solutions have been found from different data sources also where the problem is considered 
as newly encountered or incorrectly expressed as mentioned in the figure10.

3.1.3 Data Layer
This layer contains all data that we wanted to process with our system according to different scenarios 
such as the domain ontology, the UDDI registry, Tree Tagger Dictionary, and Knowledge Base which 
are described as below:

Tree Tagger Dictionary: It is a labeler for annotating text who provides the grammatical category 
and lemma information to group different words from the same family. In our approach, it is 
used during data pre-processing task.

Global Knowledge Bases: It is a centralized information repository, which includes the various 
interventions and scenarios that are necessary for designing our corpus. Also, it is used as an 
initial source of solutions and is considered as the shared database with all agents. 

UDDI: The Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration is a directory service that manages 
information about service providers. It is a central location where customers or agents can 
dynamically discover the published stored solutions by different organizations. Furthermore, 
each solution on UDDI is defined by its description WSDL (Web Service Description Language), 
this one is based on XML notation to describe corresponding web services so it contains all the 
necessary information that any client application would require to use the relevant web service. 
As is cited in (Web Services Structure, n.d.), the general structure of a WSDL is described as 
shown in figure 1.

Let us define in Table 1 a brief description of the tags appeared in this structure that it corresponds 
to the basic web service.

To illustrate this description, a simple example along the defined web service is giving an output 
using SOAP binding as shown in Figure 2.

Domain Ontology: It represents and resumes all relevant concepts in our IT domain. As a consequence, 
it is developed to generate a similar concept to our pertinent terms that appeared in the posed 
problem at hand and to calculate the assigned weights for each criterion in our associated 
decisional performance table. Also, this ontology allows us to generate a multi-key term (MKT) 
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and a specified key term (SKT) that will be defined later in section4. Figure 3 is an upgrade 
of described architecture in (Elandaloussi et al., 2019) with some numbered flows to illustrate 
actions sequencing and relationships between all components. 

This architecture allows an easier maintenance in which the roles, the scheduling intervention, 
and the relationship between agents are specified before. Indeed, it allows monitoring of the posed 
problem life cycle. However, in case that one problem is contributed in all described layers (layer1, 
layer2, and layer3), in which it is considered as a solved problem. Moreover, more reliability and 
independence are given to the agents that permit us to be able to update the components of one layer 
without impacting the other layers. Indeed, we finalize the definition of our architecture by citing the 
functionality of some modules that fulfill the global structure of all agents as common components 
like private knowledge and coordination modules.

Private knowledge Base (PKB): It contains all knowledge concerning the particular agent for example 
algorithm, function parameters, and indexes on the shared domain ontology. So, it’s not required 
that all agents share the same information.

Coordinate Module (CM): This module ensures the coordination between our agents in a 
decentralized way. As a result, it manages and controls general decision-making.

Figure 1. General WSDL Structure

Table 1. Web services tags description

Tags Descriptions

<Types> Provides information about appeared data in the WSDL file( XML elements)

<Message> Describes the specific protocol and the appropriate data format of solutions. Is used to 
define a message exchanged between web services.

<PortType> A set of operations supported by the provider of solutions. Is used to combine multiple 
messages into a single operation.

<Binding> Describes the specific protocol and the appropriate data format of solutions. It defines 
exactly how each operation will take place over network.

<Service> Defines the IP address and corresponding port of provider. It says where the services can be 
accessed from.
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For more information about the numbered flows appeared in this architecture, brief descriptions 
are given in Table 2.

3.2 Modules based Architecture
The modules based architecture defined in Figure 4 is described as various information-processing 
assets with a list of functions needed to meet a pre-defined goal. As viewed in Figure 2, considers 
that the troubleshooting problem includes the following steps which will be introduced in details 
from Section4 to Section6.

3.2.1 Step1: Data Pre-processing
It is initially necessary to efficiently deal with the problem before implementing any method. 
Therefore, for each problem, we start by selecting a corpus from a global knowledge base and/or 
the web as an external resource by applying a clustering method using the K-means algorithm. This 
corpus is essential for the smooth running of step1 and step2 that will be defined here. In addition, a 
lemmatization phase is launched by using a tree tagger tools to obtain a canonical form of words on 
the same family, for example, the noun, the plural, the infinitive of the verb…. Finally, we generated 
a list of stop word by eliminating “the empty words”, “punctuation” and “carriage returns”. 

Figure 2. VMWARE Esxi update Web Service Example
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Figure 3. Multi Layers Agents based Architecture-2

Table 2. Flow Number description

Flow Number Description Flow Number Description

1 Receive Problem 12 Interrogate UDDI if no solution is 
found in Global knowledge

2 Decomposition of problem 13 Report before coordination

3 Interrogate External Data Source 14 Transmit Report to participant

4 Decomposition Report 15 Inform Expert Agent if no solution 
is found

5 Coordinate with Analyzer Agent 16 Checking Expert Profile

6 Measure of Similarity 17 Checking Expert Availability

7 Aggregate Solutions 18 Generate Initial expert list

8 Aggregation Report 19 Generate Final Expert List

9 Coordinate with Research Agent 20 Prepare Meeting

10 Research Corpus or Solution 20’ Inform Expert and Participant

11 Interrogate Global Knowledge base
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3.2.2 Step2: Terms Extraction
The automatic key terms extraction task aims to extract the most representative words in the inputted 
problems. On the current step, we evaluate the important words that appear together in a corpus 
focusing on TF-IPF algorithm which will be presented in section4.1. Furthermore, the relevance in 
the domain algorithm that will be defined in section4.2, is implemented to extract the pertinent words 
by interrogating the domain ontology and a corpus generated before.

3.2.3 Step3: Data Similarity
The similarity measure quantifies the relationship between two objects. Therefore, this step is divided 
into two phases. The first phase is to eliminate the appeared errors after a bad identification of the 
problem by combining three types of algorithm, which is well explained in section 5.2. The second 
phase is according to two concepts. Firstly, the similarity based ontology to obtain semantic relations. 
Secondly, the similarity based corpus on information gained from large corpora to determine the 
similarity between words that do not co-occur frequently by implementing an SCO-CMI algorithm 
that will be defined in section5.3.

3.2.4 Step4: Problems Resolution
To obtain the sets of relevant solutions related to the studied problem, we start with the aggregation of 
a generated solution by implementing a WAS-PAS algorithm as defined in section 6 before selecting 
the solution from the UDDI.

4. TeRMS eXTRACTIoN

Terms extraction is the task of identifying single or multi-word expressions and it is divided into 
two categories: supervised or unsupervised methods. It was useful in many research area likely 
information retrieval (Medelyan & Witten, 2008), document summarization (Litvak & Last, 2008) and 

Figure 4. Module based Architecture for MAITD-2
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document clustering (Hammouda et al., 2005), Key phrases extraction (Liu et al., 2010), automatic 
Naturel languages processing (ANLP) (Romero et al., 2012), text mining (Allahyari et al., 2017). 
The extraction tasks are focused on statistical, linguistic, clustering and based graph technical; all are 
trained around supervised or unsupervised approaches as mentioned before. In the statistical terms 
extraction, many variations have been proposed in the literature including term frequency-inverse 
document frequency (TF.IDF) as in (Hisamitsu et al., 2000) who measures certain document term’s 
importance in relation to other documents in the same collection. This method seems to be not 
appropriate to the terms appearing rarely but which are important on a general point of view. However, 
(Paukkeri et al., 2008; Paukkeri & Honkela, 2010) is a statistical approach that outperforms both 
supervised and unsupervised baseline methods at the same time. As linguistic technical, the authors 
in (Liu et al., 2011) use word alignment models (WAM) in statistical machine translation (SMT) and 
propose a unified framework for key phrase extraction. In addition, to illustrate clustering methods, 
the authors of (Liu et al., 2009) propose an unsupervised method for key phrase extraction. Firstly, 
the method finds relevant terms by leveraging clustering techniques, which guarantees the document 
to be semantically covered by these exemplary terms. Then the key phrases are extracted from the 
document using the exemplary terms.

On the other hand, as defined in (Romero et al., 2012) they are two classes of terms: multi-domain 
key terms (MKT) and specific domain key terms (SKT). The authors of this one combine between 
two approaches in simple reasons to deal with a limit of frequency-based approach. A thesaurus 
(Wikipedia) based approach is employed to detect MKT and a controlled dictionary due to define its 
SKT. Therefore, to improve the terms extraction quality it is very important to take into account the 
single concepts and the composite ones. 

Indeed, among all the different issues treated in our work. By presenting the current section we 
hope to respond to this question “how to effectively filter and deal with the incoming problems in 
order to extract the relevant terms that should cover the whole problem description”. In this fact, we 
have proposed a hybrid method to obtain good results by regrouping two statistical methods and one 
clustering-based method. Firstly, we combine statically and semantically approach by taking into 
account the pertinence of terms in the domain ontology, or in the initial corpus that contains similar 
problems. This corpus was automatically built by using a k-means algorithm as a clustering method, 
but the way to do it is not specified in this work, in which the generated data set is basically focused 
on web and also from history interventions and scenario. Secondly, a word’s frequency (TF-IPF) is 
used from the corpus in order to generate simple and composite terms as a second statistical method. 
(Mothe & Ramiandrisoa, 2016) proposed a survey analyzing these methods which are used in our 
approach. According to what is mentioned before, the following essential keys are derived:

4.1 Pertinence in Domain
To compute the relevance of terms in a domain, we first collected corpora in several domains via 
different data sources according to the IT infrastructures issues focused on K-mean clustering 
method. However, the techniques described in this section combine between statically approaches 
and semantically ones as mentioned before. Regarding (Velardi et al., 2001) a specific score, called 
Domain Relevance (DR), has been defined. More precisely, given a set of n domains (D1… Dn). The 
domain relevance of a term T is computed to obtain pertinent terms (PT) using the following formula:

PD Ti Di
P Ti Di

P Ti Di
i

n
,

,

,
( ) = ( )

( )
=∑ 1

 

where P(Ti,Di ) whose signified the conditional probabilities of the term Ti on the domain Di is 
estimated as:
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In practice, according to the latest work (Berkhin, 2006) they found that the threshold PDT (Ti, 
Di) =0.35 for the Term’s Domain Relevance is a generally “good” value. The following screenshot 
is an overview of the different measure generated by our system around one defined problem.

As shown in Figure5, the set of terms {Start, VMware, Virtual, Machine} are relevant in 
virtualization domain which all of them have a value greater than threshold α=0.35. So, each problem 
type named CPi (candidate problem) is composed of multiple important words PTi (pertinent terms) 
in several contexts. However, this corpora contains 15 different issues as candidate problems coming 
from 4 data sources.

4.2 Terms Frequency TF-IPF
The TF×IDF score named TF.IPF (Term Frequency–Inverse Problems Frequency) in our survey is 
implemented to select the terms type either composed or simple in goal to compare the frequency of 
composed words, which are eventually used in a particular problem with the frequency of that block 
in a corpus. This corpus is represented by different similar problems to the defined problem generated 
automatically via the web or historically interventions using a k-mean method. The TF.IPF score for 
composed terms in the problems is given by:

TF IPF T T
nb T T

nb T nb T
− ( ) = ( )

( ) ( )
′

′

′
,

,

*
 

where nb(T,T’) is the number of times whose T and T’ are consecutively appeared on the corpus, 
nb(T) and nb(T’) count the number of time that T and T’ appear on the same corpus. 

In this way, if the terms T and T’ appear consecutively together very often we are going to consider 
that T and T’ construct the same concept named T T’. The minimal threshold is estimated at Ω=0.7 
in order to have satisfactory results. This value is deduced after 50 requests with12 different Corpus. 
Figure 6 presents the results which are obtained after executing our TF.IPF method with vector 
representations of one posed problem and statistical information about our corpus.

Figure 5. Pertinent in domain
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After execution of the algorithm, the set of the composite terms appeared in the current posed 
problem is {Virtual machine} because the TP-IPF value between the both of words ‘’Virtual’’ and 
‘’Machine’’ has a value higher than threshold Ω cited before. Moreover, the simple terms dataset is 
{start, VMware}. 

5. TeXT SIMILARITy MeASURe

5.1 General Context
The similarity measure between textual documents is one of the important issues in several disciplines 
such as text classification, text data analysis (Berkhin, 2006), knowledge extraction from textual data 
(Text Mining) or retrieval information (Medelyan & Witten, 2008), document clustering (Berkhin, 
2006). Also finding similarities between two texts consists of comparing the words of them. Words 
can be similar in two ways: lexically and semantically. On one hand, words are similar lexically if 
they have a similar character sequence. On the other hand, words are similar semantically if they 
have been used in the same context (Islam & Inkpen, 2008). In the following, we will give a short 
description of these measures with some corresponding screenshots to our developed system after 
adopted them on the studied context.

5.2 Lexical Similarity Measure (String Bases Similarity Measure)
This method does not require understanding the vocabulary or grammar of the text’s language. A variety 
of algorithms have emerged in goal to meet these requirements: Longest Common Substring (LCS), 
Damerau-Levenshtein, N-gram NGD, Cosine similarity, Euclidean distance, Jacquard similarity, PMI-
IR, SCO-PMI, HAL, LSA, GLSA, CL-ESA …. In order to estimate and eliminate a bad description of 
the problem, our survey used string-based approach as lexical similarity by deploying three different 
modified versions of the LCS algorithm (longest common subsequence),. In Fact, the string bases 
similarity between a posed problems Pi and candidate problems PCj is estimated by calculating the 
corresponding data matrix SSMTT’ij means String Similarity Matrix Terms to Terms that have c 
columns and r rows according to the Ti pertinent terms of the posed problem and T’j for candidate 
problem respectively. In addition, ssmtt’ij represents a correspondent string similarity measure values. 
This later is through using the different modified versions of the Longest Common Subsequence LCS 
algorithm as defined in (Velardi et al., 2001). So the string similarity between two terms is calculated 
with the function defined as: 

Figure 6. TF-IDF Algorithm
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where LCS means longest common subsequence needs not to be consecutive and MCLCS1 is a maximal 
consecutive longest common subsequence starting at first character, finally MCLCSn signified a 
maximal consecutive longest common subsequence starting at any character n.

Figure 7 is the result of the implementation and adaptation of the LCS algorithm in our system.
As shown in Figure 7 our MSSTT’ii’ matrix contains 4 colums { start, vmware, virtual, machine} 

and 4 rows: {Vmkernel,service,stop,response}. Hence, the similarity values between matrix’s terms 
are figured before like: mstt’{vmkernel,start}= 0.0082 mstt’{vmkernel,vmware}= 0.165, mstt’{service,machine}=0.0875.

5.3 Semantic Similarity Measure
To ensure semantically similarity, various algorithms have appeared. We can define two main axes 
for these algorithms:

5.3.1 Corpus-Based Approach
Principally, we now take the semantic similarity, in which we computed the SOC-PMI (Second 
Order Co-occurrence Pointwise Mutual Information) (Aminul & Inkpen, 2006) similarity values by 
using our corpus as a source of frequencies and contexts. Our algorithm is used to construct the n*m 
semantic similarity matrix between Ti and T’I’ terms that correspond to PPi (Posed problem) and PCj 
(Candidate Problem) respectively, namely MSMTTii’ as shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, both terms vmkernel and virtual are semantically similar because they 
co-occur often with the common words on the same corpus.

5.3.2 Knowledge-Based Approach
Knowledge-based word similarity approaches are based on a semantic network of words, certainly, the 
structure of the database is taxonomy in which each node is a concept such as WordNet (Fellbaum, 
1998). Many algorithms are developed according to this context as defined in RES, LIN, JCN, 
LCH, PATH, WUP.

Conversely, hybrid methods use the both corpus-based measures and knowledge-based measures 
to determine the text similarity. Several researches are realized in this sense as the work described 
in (Mclean et al., 2006; Mihalcea et al., 2006). Moreover, two semantically approaches one based 

Figure 7. String Bases Similarity Measure
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corpus and the second based knowledge using SOC-PMI algorithm are used to calculate the similarity 
between two words that do not co-occur frequently because they co-occur with the same neighboring 
words, also by integrating our domain ontology as semantically database. Indeed, merging between 
ontology and corpus is one of the most prominent aspects in our approach. 

6. AGGReGATIoN FUNCTIoN

Aggregation function product a specific calculation on a set of values, and returns a single value. 
In fact, at the moment of constructing the set of MSMTTii’ matrix corresponding to the different 
candidates problems as shown in Figure6, we regroup all the MSMTTii’ matrix together in the same 
MSMTPij (semantic Similarity Matrix Term to Problem) matrix to obtain our performance table 
with n column (pertinent terms of Pi) and r rows (similar problems to Pj). As displayed in Figure 9 
by applying the following algorithm:

Input Ti T i MSMTTii: , ', '¢ * 
Output MSMTPij semanticsimilaritymatrix termsTito p: " rroblemPj� "  
For i tocdo cisMSMTTii columnnumber� � � � ��"� � � ’� � "¬ 1  
         For i tordo r isMSMTTii rownumber� ’ � � �����"� � � ’� � "¬ 1  
For j tokdo k iscandidate problemnumber� � � � ����"� � � � � "�¬ 1  

         msmtpij msmttij← ( )max  

           End  
    End  
End  

In order to synthesize the semantic performance into a global score as sim(Pi, PCj) in the sense 
of extracting similar most problems. Several aggregation functions have appeared for example 
MOORA, COPRAS, TOPSIS, WASPAS, EDAS…., as it is defined in the work (Fomba, 2018). In 
this survey, we use WASPAS (Weighted Aggregated Sum Product Assessment) method which is 
one of the most recently developed multi criteria decision making methods that is designed to address 
quantitative problems. Additionally, it is simple to implement and gives in general satisfactory results. 
Ultimately, the problem is considered as incorrectly expressed or encountered, if this function gives a 

Figure 8. Semantic Similarity Measure terms to terms (MSMTTij matrix) using SCO-PMI Algorithm 
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small aggregation value, so the meeting agents intervene to prepare collaboration sessions. However, 
this method combines between the weighted sum and product as is mentioned in (**). Moreover, 
Figure 9 is a screenshot of our aggregation:

Aj msmtpij wi msmtpij
i

c

i

c
wi

= ( ) + ( ) …( )
= =
∑ ∏0 5 0 5

1 1

. * . * *  

Wi corresponds to the weight of criteria i and Aj as an aggregation of alternative j (candidate 
problems).

As shown in Figure 9, our WAS-PAS algorithm gives an important rank. For example, problem3 is 
more similar to the treated problem. Additionally, all aggregations Aj which are higher than threshold 
Ω≈0,55 generate a good and accepted result. However, the fundamental purpose of our work is how 
exactly the weight of criteria in the column is generated from our domain ontology. 

7. eXPeRIMeNTATIoN AND VALIDATIoN

This section presents some interfaces of the MAITD-2 defined on section3, where the functions 
and multi-agent deployment are respectively implemented by using Java Net Beans environment and 
Jade Platform for agent’s creation. Moreover, WAMP server for database deployment, Tree Tagger 
as labeler of lemmatization and Protégé tools for domain ontology development. In our approach, 
the corpus is created from real IT infrastructure database problems generated by specialized experts.

7.1 Description Problems (Layer1)
After sign-in in his private session, the user identifies his problem and the corresponding domain as 
shown in Figure 10.

7.2 Data Pre-Processing (Layer1)
Figure 11 is a result of step1 which is a part of the first layer (presentation layer) that is executed 
by the participant agent. For the posed problem “no start of virtual machine on shell mode”, the 
system generates 9 candidate problems numbered in the Figure 10 from1 to 9 by applying a k-means 
algorithm. Also, we present the initial pertinent terms list after lemmatization and words stop tasks. 
In the current step, our system selects and display the pertinent terms for each candidate problem by 
using all algorithms presented before in section4. 

Figure 9. Semantic similarity matrix terms to problems (MSMTPij matrix) with aggregation
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7.3 Preparing Collaborative Session (Layer2)
The collaboration sessions have been prepared by the meeting agents. Indeed, this session will be 
scheduled in the case when no solution is found. This meeting agent collaborates with all participant 
agents and expert ones to elaborate and control this session. 

As shown in Figure 12, the meeting agent gives a global overview of different problems with 
their evolution information meeting like date/time, and information about the invited participants 
and forum’s number which are included.

7.4 Monitoring Problem Possessing (Multi Layers)
The monitoring task is established by the participant agent. This one supervises in the same interface 
all problems progress as shown in Figure 13. Especially, it resumes the sequencing of overall tasks.

7.5 Validation
The evaluation of solutions follows several methods. Here, we highlight one of them which is mainly 
used in various applications, it is about F-measure algorithm. This one is considered as a harmonic 
mean of recall and precision with the maximum possible is 1. The formula for F-measure is given as:

F measure
precision recall

precision recall
− =

+
2� *  

Figure 10. Problem Description screenshot

Figure 11. Data Pre-processing Screenshot
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For precision, we are able to usually define accurately the ratio of the correct solutions divided 
by the number of the returned results as below:

precision
SPPN

SPPN SNPPN
=

+
  

SPPN: represent Selected Pertinent Problem Number.

SNPPN: represent Selected No Pertinent Problem Number.

However, for recalling, we will be ready to calculate the percentage of relevant solutions that 
are returned by the system like the following: 

recall
SPPN

SPPN NSPPN
=

+
 

NSPPN: No Selected Pertinent Problem Number

Figure 13. Participant Monitoring Screenshot

Figure 12. Preparing Collaborative Session Screenshot
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To prove the validity of our system and to ensure the quality of solutions, we have designed a 
set of experiments by using the following methodology:

• Description of 50 different IT problems in several domains. 
• Evaluation of the generated results by our experts in the field of IT diagnostics in order to classify 

the proposed solutions relevantly and irrelevantly before calculating the precision, recall, and 
F-measure. The result of this step is presented in Figure 14.

• The dataset used in the experiments is a collection of 50 posed problems and 180 corresponding 
candidate problems to construct several corpora. This corpus was built using WWW and Global 
Database. The Current corpus has only about 120 words spread over 9 different problems. 

In Figure 14, the precision-recall and F-measure of various posed problems are given.
In Figure14, we observe that the average of measure for our system regarding the studied dataset 

is respectively estimated at 0.693, 0.685, 0.657 for precision, recall and f-measure. Furthermore, the 
experimentation has shown that the minimum acceptable values for each function are estimated at 
0.58. As a consequence, these values seem to be very encouraging. Thus, we can say that the proposed 
approach proved to be a good solution. Furthermore, the depicted graphs in Figure 14 show the result 
of F-measure, Recall and Precision for establishing the methodology proposed.

8. CoNCLUSIoN

In this paper, a Multi-layered architecture for IT Diagnostic named MAITD-2 is proposed. However, 
we developed an unsupervised clustering-based method which is a Multi-Criterion Decision 
Making (MCDM) framework. The ultimate goal of this work is to enforce the corrective operational 
maintenance among a set of agents, taking into account the complexity and the dynamic representation 
of problems. Firstly, the clustering method groups all candidate problems into the same clusters as 

Figure 14. Precision, Recall and F-measure for MAITD-2
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similar to the initial posed problem. Secondary, the system extracts automatically in an unsupervised 
way the terms that several experts identified them as pertinent in order to have coverage of the entire 
addressed problem. In addition, we have shown how the similarity methods and solution aggregation 
are implemented in our work before selected a specified solution. For this reason, we use multi-agent 
systems to search for the best one. Moreover, the current approach provides the monitoring services 
and a corrective diagnostic, which is able to react independently to the requested IT problem. Also, 
it could be adapted to other domains by introducing corresponding ontologies. As future work, we 
plan to complete the proposed approach to achieve preventive maintenance instead of a corrective 
one. On the other hand, we will show how the criteria weight is calculated from the developed domain 
ontology and the different mechanism implemented to integrate a solution from the UDDI. 
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